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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

LG ANNOUNCES UP TO THREE OS UPGRADES  
 

Pledge Reassures Current and Future Customers  

Following Announcement to Withdraw from Mobile Industry 

 
SEOUL, South Korea, April 8, 2021 — LG Electronics announced that premium LG 

smartphones currently in use will receive up to three iterations of Android operating 

system upgrades. 

 

This promise comes on the heels of Monday’s announcement that LG will be exiting the 

mobile business by the end of July. The three OS upgrade commitment applies to LG 

premium phones released in 2019 and later (G series, V series, VELVET and Wing), 

while certain 2020 models such as LG Stylo and K series smartphones will receive two 

OS upgrades. (Future upgrades will depend on Google’s distribution schedule, carrier 

requirements, as well as other factors such as device performance and compatibility.) 

 

LG will continue to manufacture phones through the second quarter to meet contractual 

obligations to carriers and partners. This means customers can still purchase LG mobile 

phones currently in inventory. Service support and security software updates will 

continue to be provided for a period of time for certain devices.  

 

# # # 
 

 

About LG Electronics Inc. 

LG Electronics is a global innovator in technology and consumer electronics with a presence in almost every 

country and an international workforce of more than 75,000. LG’s five companies – Home Appliance & Air 

Solution, Home Entertainment, Mobile Communications, Vehicle component Solutions and Business Solu-

tions – combined for global sales of over USD 56 billion in 2020. LG is a leading manufacturer of consumer 

and commercial products ranging from TVs, home appliances, air solutions, mobile devices, monitors, ser-

vice robots, automotive components and its premium LG SIGNATURE and intelligent LG ThinQ brands 

are familiar names world over. Visit www.LGnewsroom.com for the latest news. 
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